Distance students and face-to-face students complete different items as part of the same assessment task.

Visual example:

**IN MANAGE GRADES VIEW**

This symbol indicates that *Release Conditions* have been applied to the *Grade Item*, meaning only certain students can see it.

Though each *Grade Item* is marked out of 100, each contributes a different value to the *Category*.

**Category** is worth 35%.

**IN ENTER GRADES VIEW**

**Note:** In this example, the marker has chosen to see the *Points, Weighted* and *Grade Scheme* results for each student.

The *Subtotal* shows the calculation of the students’ overall mark for the assessment task. Note that grades have been recorded only for the *Distance Presentation* and *Distance Q&A*, as this student is studying by Distance.

No grade has been recorded here. This is deliberate. As no grade has been recorded, this item will be dropped from the *Category Subtotal*. 